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Visual stability – what is the problem?
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Visual stability
means not being
surprised by image
change, unless it is
caused by
something moving
in the world.

Rotation as a simple case
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Other approaches:
These include
‘mapping’ receptive
ﬁelds to re-route
visual input before
an eye movement,
then rapidly
unmapping1,2,3
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Shifting pointers
•

•

‘Warning’ a group of neurons that an
imminent eye movement will bring
an attended target into their
receptive ﬁeld is useful and not the
same as re-routing V1 output across
the whole retina (or even locally)2,4
See Cavanagh et al for useful review4

Trans-saccadic memory
•

Keeping track of the identity and
relative location of an object or
feature allows information to be
added to an ‘object ﬁle’ across eye or
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• Here, centroids mark likely
locations of features that are
darker than average
• Convolution gives a
probability density function:
many pixels/spikes (here
spatially, but also temporally)
contribute to each
hypothesis9,10
• The hypotheses survive eye
movements
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head movements5,6,7,9
At the same time, many low-level
properties remain retinotopic8

Re-mapping
•

•
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current
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New subdivision
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(practiced
observer). Visual
component
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component
different from a
static room
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• The set of relative visual
directions to features
remains invariant under eye
rotation (e.g. saccades)11
• It is possible to make a
plausible prediction of the
next foveal image given a
peripheral view (and prior
experience or expectation)

•
•

Same movement but now concentrate on the representation
of the changing optic array
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Path of sensory
context as observer
walks across an
expanding room
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If so, what is the
problem?: Is there
anything different or
special about visual
stability?

Learning to detect
instability

Two
eye positions
Two eye positions
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All self-generated
movements are
followed by a
process of checking
the sensory
consequences
against a stored
expectation.

Translation of the eye/camera

Observer moves with respect to a static world

Andrew Glennerster

Computationally, copying
‘spatiotopic’ data to a retinotopic
frame is inefﬁcient compared to
updating a pointer to a ‘map’4,9
This map, or manifold of images,
needs to include not just the current
optic array but all possible images
that can be obtained by moving
through a static world12,13

World-centred representation

Ego-centred representation

• Traditional model
• Changes in visual direction
(optic ﬂow or binocular
disparity) allow the 3D
structure of the scene and
observer movement to be
calculated
• An inverse process, from
representation to image,
could predict ‘surprise’ if an
object moved

• The relative visual direction
(RVD) of features (pairs and
triples) are primitives in the
representation of the optic
array11
• These RVDs can be more or less
‘elastic’. Distant objects are
connected by very ‘rigid’ RVDs
• These form a stable frame for
representation, making it both
ego-centred (a type of 2½-D
sketch) and world-based11,12,13
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• Observers sometimes ignore
instability of their
environment14,15 but they can
learn to detect the scene
changes
• This learning corresponds to
laying down a new, discriminable
‘context’ – a ﬁner partitioning of
sensory space than before
• Expectations of the sensory
consequences of translation can
be incorrect. See poster by Jenny
Vuong (this session, #23.530)

Conclusion

•
•
•

Visual stability depends on
an ability to predict the
next retinal stimulus
Computationally, this is
not hard for pure rotation
The problem is trickier for
a translating observer but
the same principles apply

